Kitten Care In The Shelter
Keeping kittens safe and moving efficiently
toward an appropriate outcome while in your
shelter’s care.

Cynthia (Cindi) Delany, DVM, KPA-CTP
UC Davis Koret Shelter Medicine Program

Thank You to Our Amazing Supporters!

Sign up at apply.royalcanin.com

*Valid on first orders over $400 through December 31, 2020

50 Take Your Cat to the Vet
BOXES FOR YOU!
One lucky winner drawn each week!
Contents Include:
Banfield free vet visit coupon
Royal Canin sample pouch
Feliway
Cat 2 Vet T-Shirt
Hematuria Detection
(litter additive that helps detect
feline health issues).
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Poll Question #1
Who are you/what is your primary role?
Veterinarian/Veterinary Technician or Assistant
Shelter/Rescue Staff (Non-Vet/RVT/Assistant)
Shelter/Rescue Manager/Director
Volunteer
Pet Owner/Community Member/Other
Foster Caregiver
Animal Control Officer

Poll Question #2
Where do you work or volunteer?
Public or private animal shelter (with animal control contract)

Private animal shelter (no stray contract services)

Foster home-based rescue (no physical shelter)

High volume spay/neuter clinic (not part of a shelter)
Other - Private veterinary practice, not affiliated with a shelter,
rescue or clinic, other

Welcome!
Thank you for being here!
Today's Learning Objectives
• Review info shared from the first 3 weeks of this webinar series.
• Discuss the concepts of resource limitations, priorities and community lifesaving.
• Consider goals for kitten flow through shelters, LOS and impacts on lifesaving capacity.
• Determine which kittens should stay in the shelter and for how long.
• Develop a clear picture of what each kitten’s pathway will look like through the shelter.
• Leverage technology and advances in sheltering to maximize efficiency of providing care.
• Review kitten medical care in the shelter (and under the shelter’s care off-site).
• Discuss what age/weight is the “right” minimum for spay/neuter in kittens and why.
• Review best practices in pediatric spay neuter to minimize morbidity/mortality.

Cindi Delany, DVM, KPA-CTP
UC Davis Koret Shelter Medicine Program
• UC Davis DVM – 2000
• Sacramento County Animal Care (24,000 Intakes/Year) - Shelter Veterinarian
• Contracted through UC Davis Shelter Medicine Program – 2001-2004
• Started foster program
• Started on-site spay/neuter program
• Started pediatric spay/neuter program
• Emergency Veterinarian/Chief of Staff/Hospital Director – 2000 – 2011
• Yolo County Animal Services – 2011 – 2020
• Started foster program
• Implemented spay/neuter minimum 1.5 lbs and robustly healthy 2012
• Resulted in kitten live release rate 96%

Week 1 – Recap
Kitten Intake Decisions in Animal Shelters
Presenters – Week 1:
Dr. Kate Hurley
– UC Davis Koret Shelter Medicine Program
Hannah Shaw (aka, the Kitten Lady)
– Author of Tiny but Mighty and Kitten Lady's Big Book of Little Kittens

Objectives – Week 1:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Articulate kitten challenge in N. America.
Ask what do kittens need from us and how many kittens need it?
Identify the most successful kitten management strategies.
Understand how and why those strategies are successful.
Define your shelter’s kitten philosophy and goals.
Engage your community in your kitten strategy.

Week 1 – Recap
Kitten Intake Decisions in Animal Shelters
The More Distant Past (more than 6 years ago for many shelters)
• Shelters allowed people to bring in all cats/kittens…
• Even as most shelters euthanized most of them.

The Recent Past (Million Cat Challenge 2014+)
• Increasingly encouraging exploring best options
• Alternatives to Intake
• Managed Admissions
• Return to Field
• Capacity for Care
• Removing Barriers to Adoption
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And, Most Recently (COVID-19 Pandemic and Beyond)
• Really rethinking what we are doing and how we are doing it
• Really thinking about priorities
• Really thinking about resources
• Doing what’s best and safest and most equitable for everyone
• People, animals, communities

What is the challenge?
• Cats and kittens entering shelters
• Figuring out who really needs our help and how we can best help them

Week 1 – Recap
Kitten Intake Decisions in Animal Shelters
What do adult cats need from us?
• If not sick or injured or at imminent risk – not much
• Assistance with population control – spay/neuter as resources allow –
and then return to field/return to their outdoor home (RTF)
• For cats, this is the fast track version of RTO
• Stabilizes feral cat populations
• Gets owned cats back to owners more effectively than shelter
impound and relying on redemption
• Provides access to care for owners who may lack resources
• Think “upstream” about kitten issue.
• Target populations, cats, producing the kittens
• As your resources allow
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Kitten Intake Decisions in Animal Shelters
Then, There’s Kittens…..The Kitten Conundrum
A 4-Part Approach That Might Work:

Work in balance with
capacity

Think upstream

Say no to false
dichotomies

Recognize human
emotions
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Kitten Intake Decisions in Animal Shelters
THINKING UPSTREAM: What does the evidence show is the best
way to decrease deaths of free-roaming cats and kittens?

Week 1 – Recap
Kitten Intake Decisions in Animal Shelters
What do kittens need from animal shelters?
• Smart decisions about which kittens enter the shelter system, when and
how
• Goal is to match available resources with greatest need
• While providing appropriate outcomes
• Using or building capacity and resources to address cause of problem
with high volume spay/neuter where and when able
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Kitten Intake Decisions in Animal Shelters
WHICH cats and kittens should enter the shelter as impounds?
• Kittens on adoption pathway
• Unhealthy stray/free-roaming cats needing care
• Cruelty cases
• Interventions for significant nuisance/risk cases

WHEN should kittens enter the shelter?
• Avoid creating orphans: leave kittens with mom while helping her stay
safe where she is. – Great story about Kate finding a baby crow
• Balance shelter resources with greatest need.
• Be aware of ability to provide appropriate outcomes.
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Balance
Need and
Capacity

Condition

Age

Situation

Ability
(Capacity):

foster homes,
shelter housing,
staff for care
and
management,
medical/surgical
services,
outcome
pathway

Clip about targeting need/resources
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Feral with mom?

When resources
are constrained
(and they always
are)…
Prioritize shelter
and foster support
resources for
highest need.

Social with mom?

True orphans

Sick,
injured
Dangerous situation
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3rd Part of Solution – Educate the Public/Gain Community Support
Replace outdated false dichotomies with win/win solutions

The kittens will die if
they don’t come into
the shelter!

Can you provide mom
with food, water and
shelter where she is?

Open admission
shelters can’t turn
animals away no
matter how full they
are!

All our foster homes
are full right now. Can
we help you hang
onto them for a few
days?

This is our only chance
to sterilize the mom!

Can you care for mom
until the kittens are
weaned and then
bring her in?
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Kitten Intake Decisions in Animal Shelters
Basic Principles of Intake Decision-Making For Animal Shelters

Kittens are better
off with their
mother and
mothers are better
off with their
kittens until the
kittens are old
enough for weaning

Social cats and
kittens are better
off in homes than in
cages – even really
nice cages!

Un-social
community cats
may be better off
with a little help
staying safe outside
than stressed inside
a home

Shelters are the
place to triage sick
and injured kittens,
facilitate adoption
of friendly weaned
kittens, and provide
spay/neuter
services
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Kitten Intake Decisions in Animal Shelters
How do we recognize the human emotion component?
• Realize that people want to do the right thing.
• Understand that they are turning to us because that’s what we’ve trained
them to do.
• They are counting on us to be the experts and provide guidance and
resources.
• Give them options for ways they can help based on the situation.
• Engage them in helping find solutions.

Recognize human
emotions

What has the pandemic actually taught us ? #drivingrevelations
• It’s not actually about us and about shelters, it’s about the public.
• Members of the public will seek out, listen to, and trust experts in the field
during a time of crisis (especially in the health field).
• Experts’ role during a crisis is to continually seek out new information, test
possible solutions and then share their findings.
• If we (experts) are open and honest and take the time to communicate with
our community, we can engage them in finding solutions or at least mitigating
harm (to themselves and others).
W

• We need to tell them what we know based on our expertise.
• Explain the negative consequences we are trying to avoid.
• Ask them to be a part of the solution.
• Give them positive steps they can take to minimize harm to others.
• They can and will (for the most part) do what we ask in order to avoid
harming others. Even to the extent of essentially staying at home for months
on end, not seeing friends and family and other huge sacrifices in the name of
harm mitigation.
• Isn’t this exactly what we want to try to do to prevent bad outcomes for
animals in our communities?
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Kitten Intake Decisions in Animal Shelters
Making intake decisions and helping the public make decisions
• Smart decisions about which kittens enter the shelter system, when and how
• Acting as the expert and providing resources to engage the community in
finding solutions
• Providing guidance on which kittens (and cats) members of the public foster
and when
• Goal is to match available resources (both within shelters and for members of
the public) with greatest need
• All while providing appropriate outcomes
• Staying within everyone’s capacity
• AND maximizing community lifesaving

Week 2 – Recap
Support for Kittens in the Field
Presenters – Week 2:
Dr. Julie Levy
– Maddie’s Shelter Medicine Program at University of Florida
Kristen Hassen-Auerbach
- Pima Animal Care Center
Heather Kennedy
- Kansas City Pet Project
Nick Lippincott (Created “Wait ‘Til 8” Program)/Diane Summers (Speaker)
- Orange County Animal Services, FL

Week 2 – Recap
Support for Kittens in the Field
Objectives Week 2
• Identify ways you might be sabotaging your own goals by swimming upstream.
• Access your shelter’s opportunity to leverage ACO’s, Field Officers and/or
volunteers to better serve kittens outside your walls and ensure resources for
the ones inside your shelter.
• Activate your community to achieve your kitten goals. Increase your kitten
LRR, decrease your kitten budget. HYPER unify your messaging and alleviate
the burden on your frontline staff.
• Learn two software tools that allow you to “set it and forget it”.
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Support for Kittens in the Field
Making decisions and helping the public make decisions
• “Don’t Kitnap Kittens” and “Wait Until 8” educational campaigns are great
• But it is a nuanced conversation
• Some kittens do need our help.

Pathways/options based on conversation/findings
•
•
•
•

Goal is to intake those that really need help
Ask finders/owners to be a part of the solution and help
Allow healthy cats/kittens to stay at or return to original location
Send kittens who do come in to foster ASAP
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Support for Kittens in the Field
This process requires resources (but saves resources needed for care
in the shelter)
• Asking/helping/allowing the community to step up and be part of the solution
• Providing the support for finders to become fosters
• The pandemic has been a catalyst for change to help speed this transition to a
more community-based approach to sheltering
• Provide care and placement as efficiently as possible
• Leverage technology and tools to facilitate the process

Other pandemic inspired/ignited programming to increase shelter
capacity for those who really need sheltering
• Exploring self re-homing options for owners (“Home to Home” and “Rehome”
are platforms to help with this) versus shelter impoundment
• Supporting owners in keeping their pets (safety net programs – food, care,
spay/neuter, landlord assistance, behavior/training advice)

Week 2 – Recap
Support for Kittens in the Field
Rethinking what stays on-site and what goes to foster
• All neonatal kittens – straight to foster
• Weaned but too small for adoption preparation – straight to foster
• Adoption age – straight to spay/neuter and then adoption or to foster for
adoption from foster after spay/neuter
• Medical cases – URI, ringworm, geriatric, chronically ill – to foster if at all
possible and appropriate

Rethinking what comes back/when/why
• Adoption directly from foster vs. shelter return
• Kittens return just for expedited spay/neuter adoption preparation
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Support for Kittens in the Field
Resources for Shelters and Sample Programs
• Operation Catnip’s Program – supports finders of kittens to foster them
(program provides resources and medical care) and then finder foster parent
finds them new homes themselves.
• https://ocgainesville.orga/kitten-shelter-diversion
• GreaterGood.org’s “Feline Foster” Program – helps shelters expand their
foster network.
• https://felinefoster.org/
• Online Adoptions/Virtual Meet and Greets – foster parents can be a great
resource for the adoption process – they know the animals better than
anyone. Zoom or other video calls between foster and potential adopters work
great.
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Support for Kittens in the Field
Orange County Animal Services, FL – “Wait ‘Til 8” Program
• Automated and streamlined computer-based program to communicate,
educate and support finders of kittens.
• YouTube video of the system in action: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYcXXlFlO-A
• Uses an online JotForm Template to collect and follow-up on information.
• Enrollment form in action: https://hipaa.jotform.com/202194460778158
• Enrollment form (view, customize and use it for your own facility)
•

https://www.jotform.com/form-templates/wait-til-8-program-enrollment-form

• Integrates Trello Board and Zapier to automate process even more.
•

https://zapier.com/ (automates tasks from JotForm to Trello and follow-up)

•

https://trello.com/en-US (collects information and assigns/schedules tasks)

• System collects info, communicates with finders, provides resources, collects
data for shelter use/analysis, assigns task to staff/volunteers, allows follow-up.
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Support for Kittens in the Field
Kansas City Pet Project – “Courageous Kittens” Program
• What about when the finder can’t foster?
• Goal is to get kittens socialized during critical period (2-7 weeks of age) to
increase adoption success if on that pathway.
• Leave with mom until 5 weeks, then get them socialization.
• Why 5 weeks?
• In that critical sensitive period for socialization – easy to socialize.
• Can eat on their own.
• Ready for vaccines/deworming.
• 7 weeks+ is much harder, less predictable if can fully socialize
• People tend to underestimate age (don’t go by weight) – use an aging guide.
• Program trains foster in how to socialize most effectively/successfully.

Week 3 – Recap
Fostering Greatness
Presenters – Week 3:
Dr. Sara Pizano – Team Shelter USA and Million Cat Challenge
Sarah Aguilar – Foster Programs Manager GreaterGood.org
Chris Roy – Founder of Doobert
Rene Vasquez – Director Fort Bend County Animal Services
Laura Chavarria – Executive Director Nashville Humane Association
Sarah Cano – Community Engagement Coordinator Humane Society Harlingen, TX

New Model for Animal Shelter - Away from Shelter-Based to a
Community and Foster-Based Animal Welfare System
• To do this we must “level up” our foster programming.
• We need to leverage technology to efficiently make this transition.
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Fostering Greatness
Objectives Week 3
• Turn your foster program into a trifecta (win for the kittens, win for your
fosters, win for you)
• Leverage the newest platforms and tools that deliver volunteers to your door trained!
• Modernize your application and training program to become foster- and
volunteer-centric.
• Discover how telemedicine is changing the foster game (and how you can
work within the laws in your state to play too).
• Save time, money and hassle by upping your foster scheduling game.
• Empower your volunteers to expand your lifesaving capacity by giving them
the tools they need to do their own adoptions.

Week 3 – Recap
Fostering Greatness
GreaterGood – “Stay Home and Foster” – (https://greatergood.org/)
• Major campaign in response to COVID-19 to recruit foster homes for shelters.
• https://stayhomeandfoster.org/ and https://felinefoster.org/
• Have had 83,000 foster sign-ups as of August, 2020
• >25,000 kitten fosters (30% of sign-ups)
• >15,000 adult cat fosters (20% of sign-ups)
• >3,500 for cats needing medical care
• 20,000 willing to take bully breeds
• AND 47% UNICORNS: no kids or other pets
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Fostering Greatness
GreaterGood – “Stay Home and Foster” – (https://greatergood.org/)
• Major campaign in response to COVID-19 to recruit foster homes for shelters.
• https://stayhomeandfoster.org/ and https://felinefoster.org/
• Have had 83,000 foster sign-ups as of August, 2020
• >25,000 kitten fosters (30% of sign-ups)
• >15,000 adult cat fosters (20% of sign-ups)
• >3,500 for cats needing medical care
• AND 47% willing to foster medium/large breed dogs
• 20,000 are unicorns - willing to take bully breeds
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Fostering Greatness
GreaterGood – “Stay Home and Foster” – (https://greatergood.org/)
• Unicorn fosters – they are out there, we just aren’t reaching them
• 68% under age 34
• 47% no kids or other pets
• How can we improve our outreach/foster recruitment
• Make it part of daily operations (not a thing but the thing you do)
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https://www.maddiesfund
.org/assets/fostercare/seven-guidingprinciples.pdf
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Fostering Greatness
GreaterGood – “Stay Home and Foster” – (https://greatergood.org/)

• Unicorn fosters – they are out there, we just aren’t reaching them
• 68% under age 34
• 47% no kids or other pets
• How can we improve our outreach/foster recruitment?
• Make it part of daily operations (not a thing but the thing you do)
• Remove barriers to fostering
• Talk about foster all the time! (social media, press releases, in the shelter)
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Fostering Greatness
Doobert Online Platform (https://www.doobert.com/)
• Started 2014 – initially focused on transport coordination for shelters/rescues
• FosterSpace – Powered by Doobert
• https://www.doobert.com/fosterspace-powered-by-doobert/
• Coordinates and automates shelter foster program
• Find and recruit foster volunteers
• Manage your foster program
• Communicate with your fosters (individually or in groups)
• Communications (Text and Email go through the Doobert system)
• Fosters can open tickets with questions or medical needs
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• FosterSpace – Powered by Doobert
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Week 3 – Recap
Fostering Greatness
Rene Vasquez – Director Fort Bend County Animal Services
• Discussed how they implemented TNR/SNR/RTF in their community
• Also at the start of COVID-19 they engaged the community by communicating,
increasing outreach and creative programming options
• Offered home delivery of animals to possible adopters
• Dog Dash
• Kitty Uber
• Offered curbside services also
• Transitioned to foster-based sheltering/clearing the shelter
• Used ACO’s/officers for delivery services (some facilities use volunteers too)

Week 3 – Recap
Fostering Greatness
Laura Chavarria – Executive Director Nashville Humane Association
• Pre-COVID foster program first started 2018 and was not very robust
• Started “Safety Net” program in 2019 to help people keep their pets
• With COVID began to realize that foster was not a program but “The Program”
• Drastically increased number of animals in foster.
• Fewer animals in the shelter freed resources from daily feeding/cleaning
to more deep work – enrichment, behavior/training, outreach, etc.
• Required some up-leveling of their use of technology

Week 3 – Recap
Fostering Greatness
Laura Chavarria – Executive Director Nashville Humane Association
• Leveling up Technology Use for Foster-Based Sheltering
• Partnered with GreaterGood for volunteer recruitment
• Implemented “Foster on Deck” system of fosters ready to take animals
• Used WAG walkers (dog walking service app) for animal delivery
• Posted COVID updates page on their website
• Used Calendly to schedule appointments for the public
• Created closed Facebook groups where fosters can share info, photos,
videos
• Used Maddie’s Pet Assistant to help support foster parents (also can be
used to help adopters post-adoption)
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Laura Chavarria – Executive Director Nashville Humane Association
• Leveling up Technology Use for Foster-Based Sheltering
• Partnered with GreaterGood for volunteer recruitment
• Implemented “Foster on Deck” system of fosters ready to take animals
• Used WAG walkers (dog walking service app) for animal delivery
• COVID updates page on their website.
• Calendly being used to schedule appointments for the public
• Closed Facebook groups where fosters can share info, photos, videos
• Used Maddie’s Pet Assistant to help support foster parents (also can be
used to help adopters post-adoption)

https://www.maddiesfund.org/mpa.htm
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Fostering Greatness
Laura Chavarria – Executive Director Nashville Humane Association
• Leveling up Technology Use for Foster-Based Sheltering
• Partnered with GreaterGood for volunteer recruitment
• Implemented “Foster on Deck” system of fosters ready to take animals
• Used WAG walkers (dog walking service app) for animal delivery
• Posted COVID updates page on their website
• Used Calendly to schedule appointments for the public
• Created closed Facebook groups where fosters can share info, photos,
videos
• Used Maddie’s Pet Assistant to help support foster parents (also can be
used to help adopters post-adoption)
• Dedicated phone/virtual phone that can be scheduled to go to different
people at different times to provide foster support
• Transitioned to fosters doing their own adoption counseling (virtually)
• Had fosters go right to their new home from foster (after spay/neuter)

Week 3 – Recap
Fostering Greatness
Sarah Cano – Community Engagement Humane Society Harlingen, TX
• When COVID hit they had a small foster program, only about 10 animals in
foster (90-100 on-site)
• Wanted to quickly transition to foster-based sheltering
• Used social media and community engagement to quickly recruit (and got a
lot of media attention)
• Making it fun and exciting really engaged the community
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Fostering Greatness
Sarah Cano – Community Engagement Humane Society Harlingen, TX
• When COVID hit they had a pretty small foster program, only about 10
animals in foster (90-100 on-site)
• Wanted to quickly transition to foster-based sheltering
• Used social media and community engagement to quickly recruit (and got a
lot of media attention)
• Making it fun and exciting really engaged the community

Week 3 – Recap
Fostering Greatness
Sarah Cano – Community Engagement Humane Society Harlingen, TX
• Removed barriers to fostering
• Removed unnecessary requirements for fostering
• Provided all of the supplies (made it easier and removed financial
barriers)
• Learned lessons in engaging the community, making interactions positive and
not sad, making people feel good about the shelter.
• Supported animal finders in keeping animals and helping them find the
owners
• Fosters are able to work directly with adopters
• Have “Virtual Fosters” who can’t have animals in their homes but get to know
a shelter animal and promote it for adoption on social media
• Have cleared their kennels 4-5 times since March

Week 4 –
Providing Medical Care to Kittens
Let’s talk about capacity, resources and communities.
What is capacity?
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Week 4 –
Providing Medical Care to Kittens
Intake
Care

Intake Conversations

Appropriate Housing

Let’s talk about capacity, resources and communities.
What is capacity?
Daily
Care

Medical Care

Quiet
Time

Spay
Neuter

Appropriate Outcome

Enrichment/Socialization

Let’s talk about capacity, resources and
communities.
Your capacity is determined by your resources.
What are your resources and what are their limitations?
• People – staff, volunteers, fosters, engaged public
• Money
• Time
• Expertise
• Equipment
• Facilities
• Housing
• Energy
• Appropriate outcomes
• Other limitations from outside forces (COVID, Stay at Home Orders, Disasters)

WE ALL HAVE RESOURCE LIMITATIONS

Let’s talk about capacity, resources and
communities.
• If your shelter is doing great and not feeling limited…
• Is every animal in your community doing well?
• Is every pet owner (or possible owner) in your community supported?
• Is every rescue and shelter in your community doing as well?
• How about in the town next door?
• How about in the next county?
• How about in neighboring states?

Let’s talk about capacity, resources and
communities.

It’s not just about you/your facility – we are all part of a
lifesaving
community.
• If your shelter
is doing great and not feeling limited…

Until we are ALL maximizing lifesaving and community support
• Is every animal in your community doing well?
for all pets and pet owners, we need to operate as efficiently
as possible and not “waste” resources.

• Is every pet owner (or possible owner) in your community supported?
• Is every rescue and shelter in your community doing as well?
• How about in the town next door?
• How about in the next county?
• How about in neighboring states?

We need to decide who comes into the shelter
and how long they stay.

?

Week 1 – Recap
Kitten Intake Decisions in Animal Shelters
Feral with mom?

When resources
are constrained
(and they always
are)…
Prioritize shelter
and foster support
resources for
highest need.

Social with mom?

True orphans

Sick,
injured
Dangerous situation

Who comes in and how long do they stay?
Did we forget to mention that assessing resources/capacity
and matching them with need is a MOVING target?
Things will always be changing – resources you have vs. need of the
animals and community. Your job is to constantly re-assess and adjust.

Cat/Kitten Superhighway
What were we saying about a highway?
•
•
•
•
•

It’s all about PATHWAY PLANNING
WHO comes into the shelter
WHEN they come into the shelter
How LONG they stay (their length of stay – LOS)
How they LEAVE the shelter

Adoption
Foster
RTO/RTF
Rescue
Barn
Euthanasia

Adoption
Foster
RTO/RTF
Rescue
Barn
Euthanasia

Cat/Kitten Superhighway
What were we saying about a highway?
•
•
•
•
•

It’s all about PATHWAY PLANNING
WHO comes into the shelter
WHEN they come into the shelter
HOW LONG they stay (their length of stay – LOS)
How they LEAVE the shelter

How and when we make decisions about intakes, stay in shelter vs.
foster and outcome processing will have MASSIVE impacts on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resource needs
Resource allocation
Lifesaving capacity in our facility
Outcomes/live release rate
Lifesaving capacity in our community
Welfare of animals and people in our communities

What is the goal of pathway planning?
Matching resources with need based on priorities – You should know
at any point in time:
• What resources you have available
• Which intakes you need to prioritize
• Which outcomes you have available

For each cat/kitten you take in you should have a pathway plan from
the moment they are assessed on arrival.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What care do they need now?
Where will they be housed – shelter vs. foster?
How long do you anticipate they will be in your care?
What care will they need to be prepared for an outcome?
When will they need that care?
What will their outcome be?
How will you efficiently move them through this process?
Your goal is efficiency = SHORT LOS in shelter’s care.

Why does length of stay (LOS) matter?
Benefits of SHORT LOS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Better for kitten (medically and behaviorally)
Better for the shelter (fewer resources expended – time and supplies)
Better for other animals (more resources for them)
Better for lifesaving (more resources for other animals, outreach, etc.)
Better for staff/volunteers/fosters (frees time, energy to help other animals)
Increased opportunity for outreach when resources are freed

Why does length of stay (LOS) matter?
How do we achieve a short LOS?
•
•
•
•
•

Knowing our capacity (and growing it over time if that is a goal)
Rigorous, relentless and efficient pathway planning for all animals
Before arrival and during stay – daily rounds and action steps
Streamlined and leveraged use of technology to increase bandwidth
Providing needed care efficiently and in a timely manner (no delays)

Kitten Care IN the Shelter VS.
Kitten Care BY the Shelter
The WHERE and HOW of kitten care
(some pandemic inspired lessons to guide our “New Normal”)
• De-institutionalize/de-centralize sheltering – our new goal
• Prioritize – who we serve and when, based on need and resources without
sacrificing welfare and outcomes
• Efficiency – leveraging technology
• Foster homes – public finder fosters and shelter-developed foster homes –
engaging the public to be part of the solution
• Communication – using all of our tools (including telemedicine)
• Marketing – be creative, use technology, engage people
• Make it easy/shape the path – help the public to do the right thing
• Creative community engagement - foster mentors, delivery services
• Virtual is almost as good as being there – telemedicine, adoptions,
redemptions

Shelters and Their Challenges
Shelter Medicine was created as a specialty because shelters are
challenging.
One of its main purposes is to address issues created by housing companion
animals in groups and higher density – large #s of animals in 1 place

What are the issues?

Sheltersand
andTheir
TheirChallenges
Challenges
Shelters
• Infectious disease

Shelter Medicine was created as a specialty because shelters are
• Medical care
challenging.

• Stress – for animals, staff, volunteers

• Decision-making

• People afraid to come to shelters Our
(overwhelming)
• Compassion
fatigue
specialty aims to address
issues created
by housing companion animals in
groups
and
higher
density
–
large
#s
of
animals
in
1
place
• Poor quality/size housing
• Nutrition
• Sanitation
• Difficult to monitor the animals

What are the issues?

• Behavior issues
• Gathering people to come in (and new COVID risks)

• Enrichment

• Moving through system

• Exercise

• Socialization

• Training

• Underage animal care

• Behavior modification

• Access/hours of operation

Benefits of Animals Not in Shelters
What are the benefits of a foster home (or better yet, permanent
home)?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decreased density
Decreased disease exposure
Decreased stress-related illness
Better environment for people to see/meet an animal
Better housing – space, increased freedom/choice
Easier to monitor animal’s health, behavior, emotional state
More environmental enrichment, exercise, opportunity to rest
Easier to treat behavioral concerns and provide training and socialization
Decreased behavior issues related to stress, other animal exposure
Easier to coordinate and provide access for adopters
With systems in place and training – easier to provide medical care in home
and schedule care virtually or on-site at shelter when needed

Who Should be IN the Shelter
Moving toward a “new normal”?

• Technology allows us to connect animals with owners and adopters from
anywhere now.
• Ideally animals on-site briefly for needed care and assessment only
• As short a time as possible
• Back to owner or original home whenever possible and appropriate – even if
help needed
• If not, then to adoption floor, foster or adoption off-site ASAP
• Care in off-site location wherever able (foster provides care, telemedicine,
foster mentor visits)
• Move toward more specialty fosters for medical/special cases
• Move away from routinely housing animals on-site without a specific reason

What Care Do Kittens Need – The Basics
What Care, When, By Whom, and Where?

• Intake care – initial assessment – on arrival (or pre-intake)
• Medical assessment
• Wellness care – vaccine(s), dewormer, parasite control
• Other needed medical care based on assessment
• Behavioral assessment (and plan)
• Pathway planning
• Scheduling next steps and predicted course of stay and appropriate
outcome
• Rechecks – in foster (or on-site if reason for staying)
• Weight checks (send a scale home)
• Routine medical checks or non-exigent concerns – telemedicine
• Routine wellness care – send it home or brief visit and return to foster
• Consider foster mentor program for routine wellness care (on-site or in
foster home)

What Other Care Do Kittens Need
Dealing with Concerns and Getting Ready for an Outcome
• Medical Care – in foster whenever possible – recruit and train medical fosters
• Adoption Preparation – as timely and efficient as possible
• Spay/Neuter – when????
• Microchip – usually at Spay/Neuter
• Other care before ready for new home at shelter’s discretion
• Adoptions – moving toward foster participation, virtual meet and greets
• Directly from foster
• On-site at shelter if necessary and can be efficient
• Off-site locations/satellite locations
• Pop-ups/events
• Post Adoption – kittens go right to new home

What Other Care Do Kittens Need
Dealing with Concerns and Getting Ready for an Outcome
• Medical Care – in foster whenever possible – recruit and train medical fosters
• Adoption Preparation – as timely and efficient as possible
• Spay/Neuter – when????
• Microchip – usually at Spay/Neuter
• Other care before ready for new home at shelter’s discretion
• Adoptions – moving toward foster participation, virtual meet and greets
• Directly from foster
• On-site at shelter if necessary and can be efficient
• Off-site locations/satellite locations
• Pop-ups/events
• Post Adoption – kittens go right to new home

Spay/Neuter – when????

Poll Question #3
When does your shelter or rescue S/N?

What age or weight do you (or the organization you work/volunteer/foster
with/for) currently spay/neuter kittens?

1.5 lbs minimum (and robustly healthy)

2.0 lbs or 2.2 lbs minimum

4 lbs minimum

Use age instead of weight - >4 months old or 5-6 months old

After first heat cycle

What is the “RIGHT” age or weight for kitten
spay/neuter in a shelter or rescue?
Kitten
Health
and
Behavior
Foster
Program

Pathway
Planning
Overall
Community
LifeSaving

Other
Animals

Length of
Stay
Facility

What age or weight is the “RIGHT” one for
kitten spay/neuter in a shelter or rescue?
Kitten Health and Behavior Considerations
• Medical Goal
• Fully weaned
• Ready to be separated from mom without access to nursing 24/7
• Able to thrive with self-feeding with minimal assistance from humans
• Healthy for surgery (no obvious significant illness or injury)
• No increased risk of morbidity (complications) or mortality (death)
• Behavioral Goal
• Have had influence from mom and littermates on appropriate social
behavior
• Ready to integrate into a new human home
• Able to find their own food, water and litterbox with appropriate
introduction
• Ready for socialization and “training”

What age or weight is the “RIGHT” one for
kitten spay/neuter in a shelter or rescue?
When do kittens get to this stage?
• Medical Goal
• Weaning starts at 4 weeks
• Fully weaned ready to be separated by about 6 weeks
• No increased risk of morbidity (complications) or mortality (death) at 6-8
weeks
• Behavioral Goal
• Littermate influence very beneficial until weaning (6-8 weeks)
• Critical socialization 2-7 weeks
• Able to navigate and find resources placed in home around 6-8 weeks
• Prime to go to new home and integrate/be socialized 6-8 weeks
Overall there is a medical and behavioral sweet spot in that 6-8 week window

What age or weight is the “RIGHT” one for
kitten spay/neuter in a shelter or rescue?
How much does a 6-8 week old kitten weigh?
•
•
•
•
•

Most healthy kittens will be in the 1.0-1.5 lb range by 6 weeks
Most will be 1.5-2.0 lbs by 8 weeks of age
Some variation, even among robustly healthy kittens, even within a litter.
Vast majority don’t get to 1.5 lbs until age 6-8 weeks.
A surprising number are 8 weeks old (or older) when they get to 1.5 lbs.

So what is a surgery goal minimum weight and/or age?
Our goal for both routine spay/neuter surgery and adoption is a fully
weaned, robustly healthy kitten who is at least 1.5 lbs and at least 6
weeks old.

What age or weight is the “RIGHT” one for
kitten spay/neuter in a shelter or rescue?
Who has been using this parameter and for how long?
• Recommended by UC Davis Koret Shelter Medicine Program for > 10 years
• I’ve been using this standard since 2011
• We use this standard for our UCD senior vet students on spay/neuter surgery
rotation at our local shelter.
• These are very inexperienced surgeons, “baby vets”, who often have only
done a handful of surgeries during classes.
• They have never done any kitten spay/neuter.
• They all learn to do these surgeries at this age/weight and they do great
using basic techniques for pediatric surgery.

What age or weight is the “RIGHT” one for
kitten spay/neuter in a shelter or rescue?
What does the literature say?
• ASV’s 2016 Veterinary Medical Care Guidelines for S/N in JAVMA
• In situations involving pediatric and adult animals that will be placed for
adoption, neutering is best performed prior to adoption (as early as 6
weeks of age) to ensure compliance.
• Procedures in pediatric (6- to 16-week-old) patients has been endorsed by the
AVMA and other organizations for population control.
• Clinical Considerations – Kustritz – 2002
• Early spay-neuter is ovariohysterectomy or castration of puppies or
kittens 6 to 14 weeks of age.
• Surgeries are quick with minimal bleeding. Anesthetic recovery is rapid.
No significant short-term or long-term effects have been reported.
• …most useful for humane organizations and conscientious breeders
wishing to preclude reproduction of pet dogs and cats while placing
animals at a young enough age to optimize socialization and training.

What age or weight is the “RIGHT” one for
kitten spay/neuter in a shelter or rescue?
What age/weight minimum has been used historically?
• 6-8 weeks has been well documented
• Maybe we hadn’t set a specific minimum weight/robustly healthy standard
What are some arbitrary minimum weights that some folks might have
inherited and why?
• 2 lbs – nice round number, we sometimes say kittens gain 1 lb every 4 weeks
• 2.2 lbs - = 1 kg – makes drug dosing easier (doses are published in mg/kg)
• 4 lbs – used at some vet schools not teaching HVHQSN as the parts are bigger
and easier for students to find
• 4 months – maybe modeled after dogs and historical vaccine series being
done in dogs (who are at higher risk due to more exposure going out)
• 6 months – maybe more comfortable for some private practice vets who
aren’t familiar with HVHQSN and pediatric S/N, old-fashioned wait until after
first heat – which we know is a BAD idea for cats!

What age or weight is the “RIGHT” one for
kitten spay/neuter in a shelter or rescue?
Any special risks at 1.5 lbs vs something like 2 lbs, 2.2lbs or more?
• We have not seen or heard reports of increased morbidity or mortality seen
when appropriate general pediatric spay/neuter protocols are used.
• The literature on pediatric spay/neuter supports the 6-8 week minimum but
doesn’t typically state a minimum weight.
• General pediatric protocols should be followed for all kittens/puppies
(regardless of age/weight) to speed surgery recovery and minimize risks of
morbidity or mortality.

What age or weight is the “RIGHT” one for
kitten spay/neuter in a shelter or rescue?
Any benefits to this age/weight vs waiting?

YES!!!

• Shorter LOS in shelter or foster – less stress/disease exposure for the kittens
• Fewer cats/kittens on-site each day at the facility or in foster
• Less stress/disease risk for remaining cats/kittens
• Frees resources and increases lifesaving capacity
• More time, money, energy for animals who really need help
• Decreases shelter workload, employee/volunteer stress and fatigue
• Less stressful/overwhelming for adopters
• Better adoption chances for the remaining cats/kittens
• Frees foster homes for cats/kittens who really need them (fewer need to go to
foster and those that go come back sooner, opening that home again)
• Gets kittens into their new homes sooner – better for them socially
• They get adopted VERY Quickly at 6-8 weeks old – they are so cute!
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What age or weight is the “RIGHT” one for
kitten spay/neuter in a shelter or rescue?
Any benefits to this age/weight vs waiting?

YES!!!

• Shorter LOS in shelter or foster – less stress/disease exposure for the kittens
• Fewer cats/kittens on-site each day at the facility or in foster
• Less stress/disease risk for remaining cats/kittens
• Frees resources and increases lifesaving capacity
• More time, money, energy for animals who really need help
• Decreases shelter workload, employee/volunteer stress and fatigue
• Less stressful/overwhelming for adopters
• Better adoption chances for the remaining cats/kittens
• Frees foster homes for cats/kittens who really need them (fewer need to go to
foster and those that go come back sooner, opening that home again)
• Gets kittens into their new homes sooner – better for them socially
• They get adopted VERY Quickly at 6-8 weeks old – they are so cute!

Pathway Impact of S/N at
Minimum 1.5 lbs and Robustly Healthy
Pathway 1 – Direct to Adoption (or RTF or RTO)
• Kittens who arrive 1.5 lbs and robustly healthy can go right on surgery
pathway and go up for adoption (or RTF/RTO)
• LOS is often only 2-3 days total (they get adopted really quickly)
• Or can have surgery day 1 and then go to foster post-op for adoption from
foster (total shelter LOS<1 day).

Pathway Impact of S/N at
Minimum 1.5 lbs and Robustly Healthy
Pathway 2 – Foster then Surgery then Adoption
• Kittens who arrive <1.5 lbs and/or not robustly healthy should go directly
to foster, return for surgery as soon as at least 1.5 lbs and robustly healthy
and go up for adoption
• Shelter LOS is often only 2-3 days total
• Or can have surgery post-foster and then go back to foster post-op for
adoption from foster (total shelter LOS<2 days).

Surgical Considerations and Best Practices for
Pediatric Spay/Neuter
Morbidity
and
Mortality
Info
PostOperative

PreOperative

Best
Outcomes

Surgical
Technique

PeriOperative

Pre-Operative Concerns and Protocols
Same as General Pediatric Surgery
It Starts with Picking Appropriate Surgery Candidates
• Minimum 1.5 lbs and fully weaned
• Robustly healthy on pre-op exam

Protocols to prevent typical pediatric surgery concerns:
• Hypothermia – keep them warm
• Hypoglycemia – do not fast them pre-op
• Infectious Disease Risks – appropriate disinfection and handling
• Minimize stress throughout the procedure – avoid loud noises, bad smells,
scary sights, handle gently, provide soft bedding, warm cage, hiding spots.

Pre-Operative Concerns and Protocols
Same as General Pediatric Surgery
It Starts with Picking Appropriate Surgery Candidates
• Minimum 1.5 lbs and fully weaned
• Robustly healthy on pre-op exam

Protocols to prevent typical pediatric surgery concerns:
• Hypothermia – keep them warm
• Hypoglycemia – do not fast them pre-op
• Infectious Disease Risks – appropriate disinfection and handling

Peri-Operative Concerns and Protocols
Same as General Pediatric Surgery
Inducing Anesthesia and Surgery Preparation
•
•
•
•
•

Appropriate balanced anesthesia and pain control protocol
Gentle handling – minimize fear, stress and trauma
Appropriate anesthesia circuit and gas flow
Careful monitoring
Maintain body heat (conservative clip, baby wipes warmer for gauze,
minimal or no alcohol spray)
• Expedited and efficient process
• Keep at appropriate anesthetic depth for current procedure and no deeper

Surgical Technique - What’s the Difference
Between 4 lbs or more, 2.2, 2.0, 1.5?
Not much, overall just a little easier, faster surgery.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smaller incision
Incision a little farther back in younger kittens
Smaller blood vessels (easier to ligate, less hemorrhage, can use self ties)
Less abdominal fat and organs smaller, easier to work around
Faster surgery
Use efficient technique to minimize surgery/anesthesia time
Handle tissues and kitten gently
Keep at appropriate anesthetic depth – titrate and reduce as you close

POST-Operative Concerns and Protocols
Same as General Pediatric Surgery
Provide care and monitoring.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure anesthesia was titrated, turned off/down as surgery ended.
Reverse any agents used in induction protocol as appropriate.
Monitor closely immediately post-op.
Keep warm, comfortable and protected from stressors.
Offered canned food to eat once awake and swallowing.
Monitor for any pain, incision complications or bothering incision post-op.

Surgical Considerations and Best Practices for
Pediatric Spay/Neuter
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Weighing the Pros and Cons of Spay/Neuter
at Minimum 1.5 lbs and Robustly Healthy
PROS
•

Decreased LOS.

•

Fewer animals in the shelter.

•

Decreased costs and workload.

•

Less compassion fatigue for staff.

•

Less decision fatigue for adopters.

•

Easier and faster surgery.

•

No increase in morbidity and
mortality.

•

Kittens get into new home faster.

•

Conserves resources.

•

Frees resources for other animals.

•

Increases overall lifesaving ability.

CONS
•

Medical team must become comfortable
with patient size.

•

Does require appropriate pediatric
surgery protocols.

What’s the BIG picture?

Weighing the Pros and Cons of Spay/Neuter
at Minimum 1.5 lbs and Robustly Healthy

By safely spaying and neutering
are old
PROS kittens when they CONS
enough, big enough
and healthy enough
to have this
• Decreased LOS.
• Medical team must become comfortable
withhomes
patient size.or
• Fewer
the shelter.
procedure, we
cananimals
getinthem
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• Does require appropriate pediatric
• Decreased costs and workload.
shelters and
into
their
permanent
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sooner.
surgery
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• Less compassion fatigue for staff.
• Less
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them
AND this gives us the
• Easier and faster surgery.
resources/capacity
to
help
even
more!
• No increase in morbidity and
mortality.

•

Kittens get into new home faster.

•

Conserves resources.

•

Frees resources for other animals.

•

Increases overall lifesaving ability.

Want to read more about it?
“The Case for Spaying/Neutering Kittens at 6 Weeks, 1.5 lbs”
– Dr. Mehnaz (Chumkee) Aziz
• http://blog.millioncatchallenge.org/case-for-spayingneuteringat-6-weeks1-5-pounds/
“What is the ideal age to spay/ neuter/ adopt shelter kittens?”
– Dr. Bridgit Holck
• https://www.sheltermedicine.com/library/resources/?r=kittensurgical-weight

Poll Question #4
What are your feelings re: 1.5 lb kitten spay/neuter now?

After today’s discussion, what are your feelings about pediatric spay/neuter
with a minimum weight of 1.5 lbs and robustly healthy?
Already using it and still feel good about it.
I’m all in, I want to transition to using this.
Buy-in concerns – not sure I can get buy-in from mgmt.
Buy-in concerns – not sure I can get buy-in from medical team
Buy-in concerns – not sure I can get buy-in from fosters, adopters,
volunteers or others.
I have my own concerns (about technique, skill, safety of using this
weight cut-off, I’m afraid of change in general or other reason)

BRAND NEW RESOURCE!
www.sheltermedportal.com

More free kitten resources for you and your staff!
1,000 of your friends are already enrolled in 1 of 6 free courses

https://www.sheltermedportal.com/
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Sign up at apply.royalcanin.com

*Valid on first orders over $400 through December 31, 2020

50 Take Your Cat to the Vet
BOXES FOR YOU!
One lucky winner drawn each week!
Contents Include:
Banfield free vet visit coupon
Royal Canin sample pouch
Feliway
Cat 2 Vet T-Shirt
Hematuria Detection
(litter additive that helps detect
feline health issues).

Thank you, Maddie's Fund!

Join us next week, same day,
same time, same channel.
Next week: Going Home – Dr. Sara Pizano
Learn how to take your matchmaking game from the adoption floor to the
worldwide web. Our industry is changing fast and early-adopting shelters are
already reaping the benefits of modernizing their adoption programs. Online
meetups, adoption appointments, automated scheduling, Facetiming cats and
virtual paloozas: It’s a whole new matchmaking world out there!
Join us on Thursday, September 3 at 12n Pacific / 3pm Eastern for a
presentation and Q&A with Dr. Sara Pizano. (This webinar will be recorded.)
Register here: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_s-53Y7CpRW2s3oRt1mqy1Q

Speaker – Sara Pizano, DVM, MA
Founder and Animal Welfare Strategist, Team Shelter USA, LLC

Questions?
Cynthia (Cindi) D. Delany, DVM, KPA-CTP
UC Davis Koret Shelter Medicine Program
cddelany@ucdavis.edu

